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Cohesive bandages,
kinesiotapes and others...
yellowSPORT is a brand offering comprehensive solutions in the field of sports medicine
- according to the best practices that have been
developed during physical activity tests.
Based on the knowledge and experience of
experts, the product line is dedicated not only
to sportswomen and sportsmen but also to
people taking their first steps to improve their
physical activity (recreation).
yellowSPORT is primarily a tribute to, among
others, physiotherapists, personal trainers, medical staff, sports clubs and owners of rehabilitation clinics. It creates an excellent base and
product base while maintaining the expected
ratio between cost and required quality.

The offer of products from the yellowSPORT
family was prepared by specialists in the field
of medical devices and physiotherapy. Therefore, from the very first day of its presence on the
market, the „yellow brand” is a concrete response
to the real needs of users, regardless of the level
of advancement in the field of physical activity or
just recreation.

don’t be shy, be yellow

www.zarys.com

yellowBAND
COHESIVE BANDAGE
USE:
fixation of all types of non-adhesive dressings,
especially where the elastic band slides
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fixation of splinting rails
in compression therapy
reducing joints mobility after an injury

FEATURES:
1-layer, breathable, made of non-woven
cohesive - it coheres to itself, does not
adhere to skin, hair or other materials
latex-free

AVAILABLE SIZES AND COLOURS:

2,5cm x 4,5m
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YCB-2545-B

5cm x 4,5m

YCB-545-S

YCB-545-Y

YCB-545-G

YCB-545-X

YCB-545-R

YCB-545-B

7,5cm x 4,5m

YCB-7545-S

YCB-7545-Y

YCB-7545-G

YCB-7545-X

YCB-7545-R

YCB-7545-B YCB-7545-W

YCB-7545-BC YCB-7545-IO YCB-7545-IG

YCB-7545-GP YCB-7545-VP YCB-7545-XP YCB-7545-PH

10cm x 4,5m

YCB-1045-S YCB-1045-Y

YCB-1045-G YCB-1045-X

YCB-1045-R

YCB-1045-B YCB-1045-W

YCB-1045-BC YCB-1045-IO YCB-1045-IG

YCB-1045-GP

15cm x 4,5m

YCB-545-W

YCB-545-BC

YCB-545-IO

YCB-545-IG

YCB-545-GP

YCB-545-VP

YCB-545-XP

YCB-1045-VP YCB-1045-XP YCB-1045-PH

YCB-1545-X

yellowTAPE
KINESIOTAPE
USE:
kinesiotaping (dynamic taping)
ensures nutrition of tissues and accelerates their recovery
improves the biomechanics of movement without restraining joint’s mobility
reduces pain by affecting sensory receptors

FEATURES:
elastic, breathable tape made of cotton
wave-like acrylic coating

AVAILABLE SIZES AND COLOURS:

+
5cm x 5m

YT-55-S

7,5cm x 5m

YT-755-S

YT-55-Y

YT-55-X

YT-55-B

YT-55-P

YT-55-RZ

+

+

YT-55-4

YT-755-X

don’t be shy, be yellow
CHECK THE PRODUCT

www.zarys.com

YCB-545-PH

yellowRIGID TAPE
SPORTS TAPE, LINE GLUE COATING
USE:
athletic (rigid) taping
sports injuries prevention
protecting the joints from excessive mobility after the injury, which
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allows for activity continuation
protection of the areas exposed to abrasions

FEATURES:
non-elastic, breathable tape made of cotton
acrylic coating
serrated edges - no need for scissors
alternate arrangement of the stripes covered with glue
and those without it form grooves that allow free sweat and water
flow that reduces the tape’s sensivity and increases its resitance
to enviromental conditions

AVAILABLE SIZES AND COLOURS:
YRT-2591-W

YRT-3891-W

YRT-591-W

2,5cm x 9,1m

3,8cm x 9,1m

5cm x 9,1m

yellowSPORTS TAPE
SPORTS TAPE
USE:
athletic (rigid) taping
sports injuries prevention
protecting the joints from excessive mobility
after the injury, which allows for activity continuation
protection of the areas exposed to abrasions

FEATURES:
non-elastic, breathable tape made of cotton
acrylic coating
serrated edges - no need for scissors

AVAILABLE SIZES AND COLOURS:
YST-2591-W

2,5cm x 9,1m

YST-3891-W

3,8cm x 9,1m

YST-591-W

5cm x 9,1m

yellowWRAP
FOAM UNDERWRAP
USE:
skin protection during athletic taping
ensuring correct base for athletic taping in hairy areas
protecting from abrasions caused by orthoses or sport equipment

FEATURES:
made of polyurethane foam
porous structure allows for air flow and moisture drainage

AVAILABLE SIZES AND COLOURS:
YW-07-S

7cm x 27m

www.zarys.com

yellowFOAM
FOAM TAPE
USE:
stabilization, protection and fixation of non-adhesive primary
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dressings put directly on wounds or injured skin
protection of the areas exposed to abrasions when the epidermis
is undamaged e.g. while wearing new shoes or another equipment

FEATURES:
waterproof tape made of polyethylene foam
acrylic coating

AVAILABLE SIZES AND COLOURS:
YF-55-S

5cm x 5m

scissors
FOR SPORTS TAPES
USE:
for cutting sports tapes or other adhesive tapes

FEATURES:
sharp blades ensure precision of the cut
covered with teflon preventing the tapes from adhesing
to the blade
ergonomic shape fits perfectly in hand ensuring comfort
of using
length of the blade: 21 cm

REF number: YC-X

yellowBOX
DISPENSER FOR KINESIOTAPES
USE:
storing and transporting of tapes
protects from contamination and damage
“rolling” core makes it easy to cut the desired length of tape

FEATURES:
made of hard PVC
suitable for tapes of 5 cm width

REF number: YB

www.zarys.com
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let us introduce you
to the new sport line

…AND IT WAS ALL yellow...

ANY QUESTIONS?

Contact us!
INFO@YELLOWSPORT.PL

www.yellowsport.pl

www.zarys.com

